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Local Impact
Funding Opportunity 

uilding rgani ational Capacity 
This Local Impact opportunity aims to provide general operating support grants 
to groups with strong networks among racial and ethnic minorities or in low-
income neighborhoods. 

Goal 

Ensure that all stakeholders, especially historically marginali ed communities, 
are meaningfully engaged in seeking and implementing solutions to 
longstanding economic, educational, and health challenges in Forsyth County.

Strategy 

rovide general operating support to develop organi ations that represent
marginali ed populations and provide programmatic support to technical
assistance organi ations supporting local nonprofits working to improve the
quality of life in underserved areas.

Timeframe 

Call-by date: March 11, 2020 

Application deadline: April 2, 2020 

Geographic Focus 

Forsyth County
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About Local Impact in Forsyth County 

We envision a thriving Forsyth County. Through our Local Impact program 
area, we’re working to create an inclusive economy in Winston-Salem and 
Forsyth County that benefits all residents, leaving no one behind. We 
work to improve the quality of life in our own home town. And through our 
Great Expectations special initiative, we are working to ensure that all 
children in Forsyth County enter kindergarten ready to learn and leave set 
for success.

pportunity tails

This Local Impact opportunity aims to provide general operating support grants 
to groups with strong networks among racial and ethnic minorities or in low-
income neighborhoods.

We know from experience, focus groups, and recently conducted research that 
the Forsyth County Winston-Salem area is plagued by challenges including 
barriers to employment that pay a living wage  failure to develop strategies that 
provide opportunities to all races and ethnicities  high residential segregation 
and concentrated poverty  not investing in a more efficient and effective public 
transportation system that could produce increased mobility for those who 
need it  and having poor coordination of community resources that inhibit 
thriving residents and thriving communities.

Another key lesson from surveys and community conversations is that 
residents of marginali ed neighborhoods want to change the dynamic of 
decision makers outside of low-income areas launching programs and 
initiatives without partnering with the people most impacted by economic 
disparities. These residents want to shift the way power is distributed to 
encourage more transparency and accountability in building economic and 
social systems that benefit everyone. We heard this feedback, and the Trust is 
developing strategies, in concert with the community, for building a more 
inclusive economy.

An inclusive economy is one in which there is expanded opportunity for more 
broadly shared prosperity, especially for those facing the greatest barriers to 
advancing their well-being. Simply stated, an inclusive economy offers more 
opportunities for more people.

http://kbr.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/InclusiveEconomyReport.pdf
https://kbr.org/great-expectations/
https://kbr.org/local-impact-in-forsyth-county/
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To build more robust and inclusive partnerships, the Trust recognizes the 
need to develop additional capacity for organizations that are deeply 
connected to financially-disadvantaged residents and communities of color. 
To apply, organizations should be engaged, or demonstrate a willingness to 
engage, in efforts to address long-standing economic, educational, or 
health challenges facing Forsyth County.

Contact 

To schedule a conversation about this opportunity, please contact Program 
Coordinator Alison Duncan for an initial consultation at alison@kbr.org or 
336-397-5521.


